Analysis of Golgi complex function using correlative light-electron microscopy.
Though it has been studied for more than 100 years, the Golgi complex remains a fascinating organelle for cell biologists. This is because it is a unique intracellular structure with a list of well-known functions that continues to grow with the discovery of new genes and the development of novel advanced techniques. The Golgi apparatus has been carefully characterized in different organisms, tissues, and cell types both by light and by electron microscopy. However, the new quality step in Golgi research began with the development of correlative light-electron microscopy (CLEM). This innovative method allows visualizing the fate of the same organelle of interest at any moment of its life span first by video imaging in live cells and then by immunoelectron microscopy and 3D reconstruction. Here, we will present the historical overview of different Golgi-associated processes characterized by CLEM and describe the detailed protocol of this complex yet valuable technique.